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Решение по случай 2505/2009/BEH - Твърдение за 
неправилно тълкуване на законодателството на ЕС 
относно изискванията за лицензиране на персонал 
за сертифициране за въздухоплавателни средства 

Решение 
Случай 2505/2009/BEH  - Открит на 27/10/2009  - Решение от 08/12/2010 

Персоналът за сертифициране отговаря за връщане на въздухоплавателните средства в 
експлоатация след техническо обслужване. Жалбоподателят действа като независим 
сертифициращ орган за балони с горещ въздух и притежава съответен лиценз на 
Обединеното кралство за персонал за сертифициране. ЕААБ уведомява жалбоподателя, 
че единствените въздухоплавателни средства, които могат да бъдат пуснати в 
експлоатация от независим персонал за сертифициране, притежаващ национална 
квалификация, са въздухоплавателни средства, регистрирани в държавата, издала 
тяхната квалификация. ЕААБ се позовава на член 66.А.100 от приложение ІІІ (част 66) 
към Регламент (ЕО) № 2042/2003, който гласи: „ До момента на включване в тази част 
на изискване за лицензиране на персонал за сертифициране за въздухоплавателни 
средства, различни от самолети и вертолети, ще се прилагат разпоредбите на 
съответната държава-членка. “ ЕААБ изтъква, че „съответната държава-членка“ се 
отнася за държавата, в която е регистрирано въздухоплавателното средство (държавата 
на регистрация). Според становището на жалбоподателя обаче „съответната 
държава-членка“ се отнася за държавата, която е издала лиценза на персонал за 
сертифициране. Поради това той твърди, че тълкуването на ЕААБ е твърде 
ограничително и не е в съответствие със свободата на установяване. Той твърди, че 
ЕААБ следва да преразгледа своето тълкуване. 

При проверката на омбудсмана ЕААБ поддържа своето тълкуване и заявява, че 
тълкуването на жалбоподателя е необосновано, тъй като създава омагьосан кръг, като се
има предвид, че член 66.А.100 има за цел да определи коя държава-членка има правото 
да установява изисквания за издаване на лиценз на персонал за сертифициране. ЕААБ 
изтъква освен това, че макар законодателят на ЕС да е установил общи административни
процедури, изискващи от държавите-членки автоматично да признават такъв лиценз, 
издаден от друга държава-членка, последните се отнасят само до самолети и вертолети. 
Към настоящия момент няма подобна разпоредба за взаимно признаване в случая на 
лицензи на персонал за сертифициране за въздухоплавателни средства, различни от 
самолети и вертолети. В резултат признаването на лицензи за техническо обслужване на 
въздухоплавателни средства от други държави за балони с горещ въздух става при 
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спазване на националните разпоредби на държавата на регистрация. ЕААБ обяснява, че 
това правно положение вероятно ще се промени в резултат на предложение, внесено от 
нея за общи административни процедури за лицензи за техническо обслужване на 
въздухоплавателни средства, които да бъдат въведени за въздухоплавателни средства, 
различни от самолети и вертолети. 

При отсъствието на единен лиценз на персонал за сертифициране за въздухоплавателни
средства, различни от самолети и вертолети, омбудсманът счита, че няма основание за 
твърдението на жалбоподателя, според което тълкуването на ЕААБ нарушава свободата 
на установяване. По отношение на становището на жалбоподателя, че член 66.А.100 се 
отнася за държавата, която издава лиценза на персонал за сертифициране, омбудсманът
установява, че това тълкуване всъщност означава, че квалификацията, издадена от една 
държава-членка, следва да бъде автоматично призната във всички други 
държави-членки. Това обаче все още не е предвидено от законодателя. По отношение на 
член 66.А.100 в неговия законодателен контекст, и по-специално в контекста на 
Чикагската конвенция, омбудсманът установява, че ЕААБ правилно е изтълкувала този 
член като отнасящ се за държавата на регистрация. 

The background to the complaint 

1. The present complaint concerns the interpretation of licensing requirements for certifying 
staff. The requirements are essentially laid down in Regulation 2042/2003 ('the Regulation') [1] ,
in particular, in Annex III (Part 66) thereof. Certifying staff are responsible for releasing aircrafts 
or aircraft components into service following maintenance. The complainant acts as an 
independent certifier for hot-air balloons, and he holds a relevant licence issued by the UK. 

2. On 24 March 2009, he turned to EASA and asked about the validity in other Member States 
of national qualifications for certifying staff issued by a Member State. By letter dated 27 March 
2009, EASA essentially informed him that, according to the Regulation, national qualifications 
relating to hot-air balloon certifiers are not recognised by other Member States. As a 
consequence, the only aircraft which independent certifiers who hold a national qualification can
release back into service are those which are registered in the country which issued the 
certifier's qualification. 

3. On 22 May 2009, the complainant turned to the Ombudsman (complaint 1353/2009/NM). He 
expressed his disagreement with EASA's interpretation of the Regulation and asked the 
Ombudsman to carry out a review. Article 2(4) of the Statute of the European Ombudsdman 
requires complainants to make appropriate administrative approaches to the body concerned 
before they can submit a complaint to the Ombudsman. The complainant contacted EASA, but 
he did not inform EASA that he disagreed with the substance of its reply. The Ombudsman, 
therefore, considered that the complainant had not made all the appropriate prior administrative 
approaches, and he advised him to turn again to EASA. 
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4. In a letter to EASA dated 30 June 2009, the complainant criticised EASA's interpretation of 
the relevant rules. In its reply dated 16 July 2009, EASA referred to Article 66.A.100 of Part 66, 
which reads as follows: 

" Until such time as this Part specifies a requirement for certifying staff of aircraft other than 
aeroplanes and helicopters, the relevant Member State regulation shall apply. " 

5. EASA pointed out that, in its view, the term 'relevant Member State' refers to the state 
responsible for overseeing the activities performed by certifying staff. EASA further stated that, 
pursuant to Part M (annex I to the Regulation), Article M.1(1), the competent authority of the 
Member State of registration is responsible for overseeing the continuing airworthiness of an 
individual aircraft. 

6. In EASA's view, the consequences of this legal situation are as follows: 
- A maintenance organisation located in country X must use certifying staff qualified under the 
regulations of country X. As a consequence, an individual holding a certifying qualification valid 
in country X can only be nominated as certifying staff in organisations located in that country. 
- An individual holding a certifying staff qualification valid in country X can, when acting as an 
independent certifier, only release aircraft registered in country X. 

EASA noted that its position was also reflected in its Decision 2008/013/R [2] . 

7. EASA finally pointed out that it was about to issue Comment Response Document ('CRD') 
2008-03, which would, among other things, propose a Part 66 "L" licence that would cover 
maintenance of hot-air balloons. A final opinion on the CRD was expected for the end of 2009. 
EASA stated that the Part 66 "L" licence would be recognised in all the Member States, since 
the requirements to obtain it would be the same in all the Member States. 

8. On 7 October 2009, the complainant submitted the present complaint. 

The subject matter of the inquiry 

9. In his complaint to the Ombudsman, the complainant submitted the following allegation and 
claim: 

EASA's interpretation of the meaning of 'relevant Member State' in Article 66.A.100 of Part 66 is
(i) too restrictive in light of the wording of Article 66.A.100, and (ii) not in conformity with the 
freedom of establishment. 

EASA should reconsider its interpretation of the meaning of 'relevant Member State' in line with 
the complainant's submissions. 

The inquiry 
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10. The complaint was forwarded to EASA's Executive Director for an opinion. EASA's opinion 
was forwarded to the complainant with an invitation to make observations, which he sent on 17 
February 2010. In light of these observations, further inquiries by the Ombudsman proved 
necessary. Thus, in a letter dated 20 April 2010, the Ombudsman requested EASA to provide 
him with further information concerning the complainant's allegation. EASA's reply was 
forwarded to the complainant, who sent his observations on 10 June 2010. 

The Ombudsman's analysis and conclusions 

Preliminary remarks 

11. Given their factual connection, it is appropriate to consider the complainant's allegation and 
claim together. 

A. Allegation of incorrect interpretation and related claim 

Arguments presented to the Ombudsman 

12. In support of his allegation and claim, the complainant argued that EASA's position was not 
explicitly mandated by the Regulation. According to him, EASA implicitly recognised this, given 
that it referred to its interpretation as being " its view ". He submitted that the term 'relevant 
Member State' should be interpreted as referring to the Member State which issues the licence. 

13. The complainant also took the view that EASA's interpretation conflicts with the freedom of 
establishment. He further submitted that the recognition in one Member State of licences issued
by another Member State would not impair safety, since services performed by any certified 
staff under the authority of a maintenance organisation, within the meaning of subpart F of the 
Regulation, are universally recognised. 

14. In its opinion, EASA submitted that the word 'relevant' in the expression 'relevant Member 
State regulation' contained in Article 66.A.100 of Part 66 could be interpreted as referring either 
to the relevant Member State, or the relevant regulation. Whichever alternative is chosen, EASA
stated that it is its firm understanding that the context of Article 66.A.100 of Part 66, as well as 
the general system established by Regulation 216/2008 [3]  and the implementing rules, lead to 
an unambiguous interpretation. EASA pointed out that the Regulation establishes continuing 
airworthiness requirements for aircrafts. To this end, it requires all maintenance to be carried out
either by appropriate certifying staff on behalf of an approved maintenance organisation , by 
independent certifying staff , or by the pilot owner . 

15. EASA stated that independent certifying staff, such as the complainant, can issue 
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certificates of release to service (Article M.A.801(b)(2)), subject to the requirements of Part 66. 
The latter establishes requirements for the issue of aircraft maintenance licences, and the 
conditions of their validity and use. Article 66.A.100 of Part 66 applies to certifying staff for 
aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters. Given the reference to the 'relevant Member 
State regulation' in Article 66.A.100 of Part 66, the situation at present is that certifying staff for 
hot-air balloons are certified in accordance with national  legislation. 

16. EASA noted that, in the complainant's view, the 'relevant Member State' pursuant to Article 
66.A.100 of Part 66 is the state which issued the certifying staff licence. However, this 
interpretation amounted to a circular reasoning, given that Article 66.A.100 of Part 66 seeks to 
define the state which may establish requirements for issuing the licence, and the conditions of 
its validity and use. 

17. EASA maintained its view that the 'relevant Member State' is the state in which the aircraft 
on which the certifying staff is working is registered. According to EASA, this was established in 
the Chicago Convention [4]  which was implemented in the EU by means of Regulation 
216/2008, and the Regulation to which the present complaint refers, including its Part 66. As a 
basic principle, the Chicago Convention provides that it is the state where the aircraft is 
registered ('the State of registry ') which has overall responsibility for overseeing the safety of 
an aircraft. In keeping with this principle, the Regulation, therefore, designates the State of 
registry as the state responsible for ensuring that an aircraft recorded in its register complies 
with continuing airworthiness requirements. The State of registry exercises this responsibility in 
different ways, depending on whether an aircraft is released for service (i) by certifying staff on 
behalf of an approved maintenance organisation; (ii) by independent certifying staff; or (iii) by 
the pilot owner. 

18. EASA pointed out that the only way the State of registry can meet its overall responsibility is
by checking that the work performed by independent certifying staff  complies with the 
Regulation before the aircraft is released back into service after maintenance. EASA submitted 
that the legal situation is different for staff working for approved maintenance organisations 
where the State of registry transfers the supervision of their work to the State which approved 
the maintenance organisations. The 'relevant Member State regulation' was, therefore, the 
regulation of the State which approved the maintenance organisation. Given that maintenance 
organisation approvals issued in accordance with Article 4 of the Regulation and its Annex II are
automatically recognised in all Member States (Article 11(1) of Regulation 216/2008), certifying 
staff who work for an approved maintenance organisation could, therefore, release aircraft 
registered in any Member State, even if their licence had been issued by a national authority. In 
the case of independent certifying staff, the State of registry has to be able to verify the work 
they perform, as well as assess and supervise their certifying qualifications. 

19. EASA also pointed out that its interpretation of expression 'relevant Member State 
regulation' had been subject to a wide consultation of all interested parties. Its interpretation was
part of its Acceptable Means of Compliance [5]  (AMC) M.A.502(b) and (c). On 20 March 2007, 
EASA published its intention, for the purposes of maintenance performed by independent 
certifying staff, to interpret 'relevant Member State regulation' as meaning the State of registry. 
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The relevant notice was open for comments until 20 June 2007, but no comments contesting 
EASA's interpretation were received. EASA, therefore, considered its view to be widely 
accepted among all stakeholders, and it published its final interpretation in the above AMC. 

20. The complainant took the view that his UK certifying licence should automatically be 
recognised in all EU Member States. EASA, however, pointed out that, unlike the case of 
approved maintenance organisations, there was no automatic recognition of licences of 
certifying staff for aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters. The reason for that was that, 
for the time being, the only common administrative procedures which the EU legislator had 
established were for certifying staff for aeroplanes and helicopters (Article 5(1) of the Regulation
in conjunction with Part 66). Member States were required to recognise a licence issued by 
another Member State in accordance with the said provisions, without further evaluation (Article 
11(1) of Regulation 216/2008). 

21. For aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters, such as hot-air balloons, however, the 
legislator had taken the deliberate decision not to establish common administrative procedures, 
for the time being. In so doing, the legislator, therefore, also chose not to apply the principle of 
mutual recognition to national licences, as provided for by Article 11(1) of Regulation 216/2008. 

22. As a consequence, the recognition of foreign aircraft maintenance licences for hot-air 
balloons remained subject to the national regulations of the State of registry. This was not to 
say that mutual recognition was not possible, but rather, that such recognition was governed by 
national legislation, and not by EU law. The complainant could, therefore, exercise the privileges
of his UK licence, provided that it was recognised by the respective State of registry. 

23. EASA added that the legal situation was about to change. It explained that it had submitted 
an opinion to the European Commission concerning an amendment to Part 66. Once this 
proposal entered into force, there would be common administrative procedures for aircraft 
maintenance licences for aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters. 

24. In his observations, the complainant asserted that, according to a standard German 
dictionary, the word "relevant" (" einschlägig " in German) meant "relating to a particular field". 
He submitted that Part 66 contained rules on the issue of licences to certifying staff. However, it 
did not contain rules on responsibility over aircraft, which were addressed in Part M (annex I to 
the Regulation). The complainant invoked Article 5(1) of the Regulation, which reads as follows: 
" Certifying staff shall be qualified in accordance with the provisions of Annex III, except as 
provided for in points M.A.606(h), M.A.607(b), M.A.801(d) and M.A.803 of Annex I and in point 
145.A.30(j) of Annex II (Part 145) and Appendix IV to Annex II (Part 145). " The complainant 
submitted that the said provision did not mention restrictions for independent certifying staff in 
line with Article M.A.801(b)2. 

25. The complainant also referred to Article 11(5) of Regulation 216/2008, which reads as 
follows: " Pending the entry into effect of the measures referred to in Article 8(5) and the expiry 
of any transition periods provided for by those measures, and without prejudice to Article 69(4), 
certificates which cannot be issued in accordance with this Regulation may be issued on the 
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basis of the applicable national regulations. " He furthermore invoked Article 3(e) of Regulation 
216/2008, which reads as follows: " ‘certification’ shall mean any form of recognition that a 
product, part or appliance, organisation or person complies with the applicable requirements 
including the provisions of this Regulation and its implementing rules, as well as the issuance of 
the relevant certificate attesting such compliance; ". Against this background, he submitted that, 
as long as no uniform licence for independent certifying staff exists, a national licence would 
have to be considered as the equivalent of a Part 66 licence. 

26. The complainant pointed out that EASA had insinuated that safety would be at risk if hot-air 
balloons were maintained by certifying staff licensed in another Member State. He contradicted 
this view by pointing out that if a national authority issued a licence to independent certifying 
staff, it would have to ensure that the staff satisfied the relevant standards. He also submitted 
that the competent authority of the State of registry could, in case of doubt, verify whether 
independent certifying staff charged with releasing an aircraft hold an appropriate licence. The 
same would apply if the competent authority were to check the licence of a maintenance 
organisation approved by another country, if an aircraft were maintained by that organisation. 

27. As regards the AMC to which EASA referred, the complainant submitted that it was not 
applicable in his case. He referred to Article M.A.502(b) of Regulation 1056/2008 amending the 
Regulation. Pursuant to Article M.A.502(a), the maintenance of components shall be performed 
by appropriately approved maintenance organisations. Article M.A.502(b) reads as follows: " (b) 
By derogation from paragraph (a), maintenance of a component in accordance with 
aircraft maintenance data  or, if agreed by the competent authority, in accordance with 
component maintenance data, may be performed  by an A rated organisation approved in 
accordance with Section A, Subpart F of this Annex (Part M) or with Annex II (Part-145) as well as 
by certifying staff referred to in point M.A.801(b)2 only whilst such components are fitted 
to the aircraft. Nevertheless , such organisation or certifying staff may temporarily remove 
this component for maintenance, in order to improve access to the component, except 
when such removal generates the need for additional maintenance not eligible for the 
provisions of this paragraph . Component maintenance performed in accordance with this 
paragraph is not eligible for the issuance of an EASA Form 1 and shall be subject to the aircraft 
release requirements provided for in point M.A.801. " [6]  He pointed out that gas bottles carried 
by hot-air balloons were fitted to the balloon only during operation, but removed from the 
balloon after landing. He also asserted that the AMC apparently only covered the maintenance 
of components, but not of entire aircraft. Thus, his situation was not covered by the AMC, given 
that no permission of the competent authority was required in relation to the maintenance of gas
bottles. 

28. While welcoming the fact that the legislator aimed to convert national licences into Part 66 
licences, the complainant asserted that nothing was yet known about the relevant conditions, 
nor the date on which the relevant amendment would enter into force. Finally, he pointed out 
that the basic question was whether a national licence would be recognised as equivalent to a 
Part 66 licence until such time as the matter was decided by legislation. 

29. In his request for additional information, the Ombudsman put a number of questions to 
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EASA. He asked why it considered its AMC M.A.502(b) and (c), which appears to cover 
component maintenance, to be relevant with respect to the applicable legislation for the 
licensing of certifying staff for aircraft. He also asked EASA to comment on the other arguments 
raised in the complainant's observations. Finally, he asked EASA to inform him of the progress, 
if any, that had been achieved towards the proposed adoption of common administrative 
procedures for maintenance licences for aircraft other than aeroplanes or helicopters. 

30. In its reply, EASA stated that the provisions of Part 66 could not be read in isolation. The 
provisions were, instead, just one building block established by the legislator in order to ensure 
the continuing airworthiness of aircraft. Part 66 was interrelated and connected with other 
building blocks, such as Part M (Annex I), Part 145 (Annex II), and Part 147 ( Annex  IV), all of 
which pursue the same objective. EASA submitted that Article 66.A.100 of Part 66 had to be 
read against this background, including Article M.A.801(b) of Part M. EASA also pointed out 
that, contrary to the complainant's view, all the provisions contained in the Annexes to the 
Regulation concerned the " responsibility for the (safety of the) aircraft ". 

31. EASA went on to state that Article 66.A.100 of Part 66 refers to a " requirement for 
certifying staff " and not to a " licensing requirement ". It followed that holding a licence is not 
sufficient to exercise certification privileges. Rather, licence holders also had to comply with the 
requirements set by the legislator for exercising such privileges. In the case of aeroplanes and
helicopters , certifying staff are required not only to hold a Part 66 licence, but they also have 
to comply with Article 66.A.20(b), which in turn refers to Part M and Part 145. In the case of 
aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters , the relevant requirements for certifying staff 
of the Member States apply. According to EASA, this means that not only must certifying staff 
hold a licence, if required to do so by the applicable legislation, but they also have to comply 
with other requirements for the exercise of licence privileges, which are set by applicable 
legislation. 

32. EASA commented on Article 11(5) of Regulation 216/2008, to which the complainant 
referred in his observations, and submitted that it applies to air operations (Article 8 of 
Regulation 216/2008) only. The complainant's case, however, relates to an airworthiness issue 
(Article 5 of Regulation 216/2008). EASA stated that Article 11(4) of Regulation 216/2008 
contains a provision applicable to airworthiness issues, which is similar to the one mentioned by
the complainant. However, Article 11(4) of Regulation 216/2008 only stated that, in the absence
of a personnel licence issued under Regulation 216/2008, these licences are issued on the 
basis of applicable national legislation. EASA emphasised that Article 11(4) by no means states 
that national licences are the equivalent of Part 66 licences, or that they are converted into Part 
66 licences. Moreover, EASA submitted that Article 11(4) of Regulation 216/2008 is not 
applicable to the complainant's case. 

33. EASA also emphasised that, contrary to the complainant's apparent understanding of its 
position, aircraft could be maintained by independent certifying staff licensed in other Member 
States. However, such maintenance was subject to the legislation of the State of registry. If the 
legislation of the State of registry requires independent certifying staff to hold a licence, that 
licence could either be (i) a licence issued by the State of registry or (ii) a licence issued by 
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another state, and recognised by the State of registry. 

34. As regards the applicability of the AMC M.A.502(2) to the complainant's case, EASA 
submitted that it was relevant for Article 66.A.100 of Part 66, given that Part M is part of the 
overall system of ensuring aviation safety (see paragraph 30 above). Given that Part M and Part
66 are interlinked and interdependent annexes to the same regulation, the considerations of the
AMC, namely, that the Member State of registry is responsible for maintenance performed by 
independent certifying staff, are also relevant for the interpretation of Article 66.A.100 of Part 66.

35. EASA further stated that the complainant was correct in pointing out that the said AMC is 
related to component maintenance and, therefore, not applicable in his case. At the same time, 
EASA recalled that the AMC deals with component maintenance by independent certifying 
staff . EASA stated that, in its opinion submitted to the Ombudsman, it was referring to the 
principles underlying this AMC as regards the responsibilities for independent certifying staff. 

36. In reply to the Ombudsman's question concerning the progress of the proposed adoption of 
common administrative procedures for aircraft maintenance licences for aircraft other than 
aeroplanes or helicopters, EASA explained that the Commission and the Member States had 
discussed EASA's opinion during a meeting of the EASA Committee on 29 and 30 April 2010. 
On the basis of the discussions, it was agreed that the Commission would submit a new 
legislative proposal to be debated during an EASA Committee meeting which was to be held in 
October 2010. 

37. In his observations, the complainant submitted that the central question was whether a 
national licence could be considered to constitute the equivalent of a Part 66 licence and could, 
therefore, be converted into such a licence without further examination. Noting that EASA had 
answered this question in the negative, he objected to EASA's view. In support of his position, 
he proceeded to quote Article 66.A.70(a) of Part 66, which reads as follows: 

" 66.A.70 Conversion provisions 

(a) The holder of a certifying staff qualification valid in a Member State, prior to the date of entry
into force of this Part shall be issued an aircraft maintenance licence without further 
examination subject to the conditions specified in 66.B.300. " 

38. According to the complainant, the above provision gives rise to the following: 
- A national qualification could be converted into a Part 66 licence without any further 
examination. Such a conversion had already taken place in relation to aeroplanes and 
helicopters. 
- Through the conversion without further examination, EASA recognises a national qualification, 
which, therefore, has to be considered the equivalent of a Part 66 licence. If this were 
otherwise, (i) the holder of a national licence would have to pass a further examination, and (ii) 
EASA could not recognise maintenance performed by certifying staff who hold a national 
licence and who are entitled to release aircraft into service. 
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The fact that it was not possible, for the time being, to convert a national licence (in relation to 
aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters) into a Part 66 licence should not be to the 
detriment of holders of a national licence. 

The Ombudsman's assessment 

39. The present complaint concerns the interpretation of Article 66.A.100 of Part 66. The 
Ombudsman notes that, according to the complainant, EASA's interpretation of Article 66.A.100 
of Part 66 is merely " its view " and not explicitly mandated by the Regulation. Before examining 
the substance of the complainant's allegation, it is, therefore, useful to set out the Ombudsman's
approach to assessing the complainant's allegation and claim concerning EASA's interpretation.

40. In so doing, the tasks entrusted to EASA by virtue of Section 1 of Chapter III of Regulation 
216/2008 should be recalled. These tasks include, among other things, issuing certification 
specifications (including airworthiness codes and AMCs, as well as any guidance material for 
the application of this Regulation and its implementing rules), and taking appropriate decisions 
for the application of certain provisions of Regulation 216/2008, for instance, in relation to 
airworthiness and environmental certification (Articles 18(c) and (d) of Regulation 216/2008). 
Moreover, EASA's tasks encompass the submission of opinions to the Commission, and the 
development of certification and guidance material (Article 19 of Regulation 216/2008). 

41. It is apparent from these examples that, in order to fulfil its tasks, EASA needs to interpret 
and apply the legal framework which it is entrusted to administer. In the course of this exercise, 
it has to take a view on the interpretation of this legal framework. At the same time, the 
Ombudsman recalls that, pursuant to Article 19 of the Treaty on European Union, the Court of 
Justice shall ensure that the law is observed in the interpretation and application of the Treaties.
There can thus be no doubt that the Court is the highest and ultimate authority as regards the 
interpretation of EU law. EASA's interpretative choices are, therefore, in principle, subject to the 
Court of Justice's review. 

42. Mindful of the Court's authority as regards the interpretation of EU law, the Ombudsman will,
in what follows, give his own assessment of EASA's interpretation of Article 66.A.100 of Part 66.

43. The complainant's allegation relates to two separate, yet interrelated issues, namely, (i) the 
correctness of EASA's interpretation of the expression ' relevant Member State regulation ' as 
referring to the Member State of registry, and (ii) the conformity of this interpretation with the 
freedom of establishment. In relation to the second issue, the complainant objected to EASA's 
view that, at present, national certifying staff licences for the maintenance of hot-air balloons in 
other Member States are not automatically recognised. In the following, the Ombudsman will 
consider both aspects of the complainant's allegation. 

44. At the outset, the Ombudsman notes that Article 5(1) of the Regulation provides that 
certifying staff shall be qualified (certain exceptions are explicitly provided for), in accordance 
with the provisions of Annex III (Part 66). It follows that Part 66 contains rules on the 
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qualifications certifying staff are required to hold. 

45. The parties to the dispute disagree about the correct interpretation of Article 66.A.100 of 
Part 66. The Ombudsman considers that it is not possible firmly to conclude from the wording of
Article 66.A.100 of Part 66 alone, which Member State regulation is designated as being the ' 
relevant Member State regulation '. What is clear from the reference to ' relevant Member State 
regulation ', however, is that, for a transitional period of time (" Until such time as this Part 
specifies  ..."), it is national  legislation that governs the qualifications required of certifying staff 
of aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters. The complainant himself submitted that the ' 
relevant Member State regulation ' should be the legislation of the Member State which issues 
the licence. 

46. Before addressing the issue of the identity of the Member State to whose regulation Article 
66.A.100 refers (the first aspect  raised by the complainant), the Ombudsman considers it 
useful to consider whether licences issued pursuant to the law of a given Member State are 
subject to automatic mutual recognition, and, therefore, have to be recognised in all the other 
Member States (the second aspect  raised by the complainant). In the course of the inquiry, 
EASA explained that, while Regulation 216/2008 provides for a mutual recognition of 
qualifications for licensing staff for aeroplanes and helicopters, the legislator decided not to 
establish, for the time being, uniform administrative procedures in relation to aircraft other than 
aeroplanes and helicopters. At the same time, EASA pointed out that the introduction of a 
uniform licence for certifying staff in relation to aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters 
was foreseen for the near future. 

47. The Regulation, including its Annexes, provides for common technical requirements and 
administrative procedures to ensure the continuing airworthiness of aeronautical products, 
parts, and appliances (see recital (3) of the Regulation). Subpart A of Part 66 of the Regulation 
(Articles 66.A.1 to 66.A.70) establishes the requirements for issuing an aircraft maintenance 
licence, and the conditions of its validity and use in relation to specified categories of 
aeroplanes and helicopters . In relation to aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters , 
however, Part 66 does not establish any requirements for issuing the relevant maintenance 
licences, and the conditions of their validity and use, but instead refers to the ' relevant Member 
State regulation '. 

48. Article 11(1) of Regulation 216/2008 requires Member States to recognise, without further 
technical requirements or evaluation, certificates issued in accordance  with that Regulation. 
Given that, in view of the above, licences for the maintenance of aircraft other than aeroplanes 
and helicopters are licences issued in accordance with national law , in the Ombudsman's 
view, Article 11(1) of Regulation 216/2008 does not apply to those licences. Likewise, the 
Ombudsman considers that, since neither Article 11(4) nor Article 11(5) of Regulation 216/2008 
provide for automatic recognition of licences issued in accordance with national law, there is no 
need to examine whether these provisions could apply to the complainant's situation. 

49. The complainant submitted that national licences have to be considered to be the equivalent
of a Part 66 licence until such time as a Part 66 licence is provided for in relation to aircraft other
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than aeroplanes and helicopters. However, given the lack of a relevant legal basis, and the fact 
that the legislator appears to have deliberately decided not to establish, for the time being, 
uniform licensing conditions in relation to aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters, the 
complainant's view is not convincing. It is true that, in his observations, the complainant invoked
Article 66.A.70 of Part 66 and submitted that, on this basis, national licences could be converted
into Part 66 licences. However, it should be noted that Article 66.A.70 forms part of Subpart A of
Part 66, entitled ' Aircraft Maintenance Licence Aeroplanes and Helicopters ', but not of subpart B
of Part 66, entitled ' Aircraft other than Aeroplanes and Helicopters '. As seen above, Article 
11(1) of Regulation 216/2008, in conjunction with Part 66, provides for a mutual recognition of 
qualifications for certifying staff for aeroplanes and helicopters, but not for aircraft other than 
aeroplanes and helicopters. It follows that the complainant's argument cannot succeed. 

50. In the absence of a uniform licence for certifying staff for aircraft other than aeroplanes and 
helicopters, the Ombudsman sees no basis for the complainant's allegation that EASA's 
interpretation infringes the freedom of establishment. At the same time, he recalls that, as 
submitted by EASA, the absence of automatic mutual recognition does not prevent Member 
States from recognisinig certifying staff licences for aircraft other than aeroplanes and 
helicopters issued by another Member State. It appears useful to add that the freedom of 
establishment, as such, does not provide for automatic recognition of professional qualifications 
issued by one Member State in other Member States [7] . At the same time, even in the 
absence of secondary legislation providing for mutual recognition of certifying staff licences, 
Member States are required to take into account, and must examine, to what extent the 
qualifications obtained in another Member State correspond to those required by their own rules
[8] . 

51. For the above reasons, the Ombudsman considers that EASA's view, according to which 
there is, at present, no automatic mutual recognition of qualifications for certifying staff in 
relation to aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters, is correct. It follows that the second 
aspect of the complainant's allegation cannot be sustained. 

52. Turning to the first aspect  of his allegation, the complainant, challenged EASA's 
interpretation of the formulation ' relevant Member State regulation ' as referring to the State of 
registry, and submitted that this expression should, instead, be interpreted as referring to the 
regulation of the Member State which issued the licence. During the inquiry, EASA submitted 
that the complainant's interpretation would amount to circular reasoning, given that Article 
66.A.100 of Part 66 seeks to define the state which may establish requirements for issuing the 
licence, as well as the conditions of its validity and use. The Ombudsman considers that the 
complainant's interpretation would indeed mean that only the Member State which issues the 
licence could stipulate requirements for certifying staff. Therefore, a licence issued in 
accordance with UK legislation would have to be recognised in Germany, as well as in all other 
Member States, without further technical requirements or examination. The complainant's 
interpretation would thus require automatic mutual recognition of a qualification issued by one 
Member State in all other Member States. However, as has been seen above, the legislator did 
not provide for such automatic recognition, but instead referred to the relevant Member State 
regulation. The Ombudsman, therefore, considers that the interpretation advocated by the 
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complainant would indeed appear to be circular, and thus unconvincing. The Ombudsman takes
note of the complainant's view that safety would not be at risk if hot-air balloons in a given 
Member State were maintained by certifying staff licensed in another Member State. However, 
even if this were to be the case, it would not provide a basis for automatic mutual recognition of 
relevant qualifications, which will only come into practice once a Part 66 licence in relation to 
aircraft other than aeroplanes and helicopters has been adopted. 

53. In view of the above, while the complainant's own interpretation of the formulation 'relevant 
Member State regulation' cannot call into doubt EASA's interpretation, the Ombudsman, in 
assessing the first aspect of the complainant's allegation, also has to consider whether EASA's 
interpretation is correct. In EASA's view, 'relevant Member State regulation' refers to the State 
of registry. 

54. According to recital (3) of Regulation 216/2008, the Chicago Convention provides for 
minimum standards to ensure the safety of civil aviation and environmental protection relating 
thereto. " Community essential requirements and rules adopted for their implementation " 
should ensure that Member States fulfil the obligations created by the Chicago Convention. 
Recital (4) of Regulation 216/2008, moreover, stipulates that "[t] he Community should lay 
down, in line with standards  and recommended practices set by the Chicago Convention, 
essential requirements applicable to ... persons and organisations involved in the operation of 
aircraft ... The Commission should be empowered to develop the necessary implementing 
rules." It therefore appears that Regulation 216/2008 aims to implement the standards set by 
the Chicago Convention, for instance, in relation to safety in the EU. 

55. Chapter V of the Chicago Convention gives a detailed description of the " conditions to be 
fulfilled with respect to aircraft ". It stipulates that certificates of airworthiness for aircraft 
engaged in international navigation shall be issued or rendered valid " by the State in which it is 
registered " (Article 31 of the Chicago Convention). In relation to licences of personnel, Article 
32 of the Chicago Convention provides that the pilot of every aircraft, and the other members of 
the operating crew of every aircraft engaged in international navigation, shall be provided with 
certificates of competency, and licences issued or rendered valid " by the State in which it [the 
aircraft]  is registered ". It therefore emerges that the Chicago Convention designates the State 
of registry as being responsible for overseeing the airworthiness of the aircraft, and the 
compliance of the aircraft operator with the applicable rules. Therefore, a general principle 
underlying the Chicago Convention appears to be that the State of registry shall be responsible 
for maintenance performed by independent certifying staff. In keeping with this legal situation, 
Article M.1 of Annex I (Part M) to Regulation 216/2008 provides that the competent authority for 
overseeing the continuing airworthiness of individual aircraft, and for issuing airworthiness 
review certificates, shall be the authority designated by the Member State of registry. The 
Ombudsman also considers that EASA's interpretation of the formulation ' relevant Member 
State regulation ', as meaning the State of registry, was not contested in its consultation of 
stakeholders leading to the adoption of AMC M.A.502(b) and (c). While the complainant 
submitted that this particular AMC was not applicable to his situation, the Ombudsman 
considers that it confirms the general principle that the Member State of registry is responsible 
for maintenance performed by independent certifying staff, even if that AMC itself applies only 
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to the maintenance of components. 

56. In view of the above, the Ombudsman considers that EASA is correct in its interpretation 
that Article 66.A.100 refers to the Member State of registry. 

57. Given that the complainant's allegation cannot be sustained, his claim cannot succeed 
either. 

B. Conclusions 

On the basis of his inquiry into this complaint, the Ombudsman closes it with the following 
conclusion: 

There has been no maladministration in EASA's interpretation of the formulation referred
to in the complainant's allegation and claim. 

The complainant and the EASA will be informed of this decision. 

P. Nikiforos Diamandouros 

Done in Strasbourg on 8 December 2010 
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